THREE PROGRESS FAIRS IN ONE
Scheme One:
As skyscraperism characterizes the thought of the group characterizing
the fair—and they had themselves idealized the fair in so many words, as
like New York seen from one of its own high buildings . . .'
Why not, then, the Fair itself the apotheosis of the skyscraper?
Build a great skyscraper in which the Empire State Building might
stand free in a central interior court-space which would be devoted to all
the resources of the modern elevator.
Instead of the old stage-props of the previous fairs, the same old miles
of picture-buildings faked in cheap materials, wrapped around a lagoon, a
fountain or theatrical waterfall in the middle—to be all eventually
butchered to make a Roman holiday—let there be, for once, a genuine
modern construction.
If elevators could handle the population of New York, they could handle
the crowds at the Fair. Why not handle the crowds directly from several
expansive tiers of mechanized parking space as great terraces from which
the true skyscraper itself would directly rise? The construction should be
merely the steel itself designed as integral pattern in the structural fram-
ing. Then concrete slabs for floors projecting as cantilever balconies from
floor to floor—garden floors intervening as restaurants.
Instead of glass for enclosure—some of our many light, transparent
glass substitutes might be used. The multitudinous areas thus created
could be let to the various exhibitors. The entire feature of the top stories
could be garden observatories, pleasure places. A vast auditorium might
join at the base to the skyscraper and handle such great aggregations of
people on the ground. This tower construction of steel might rise from
the triple-decked parking terraces, one corner of the terraces projecting
and extending into the lake two ways at right angles to make piers and
harbours for all water craft. Beneath the lake nearby where the reflec-
tions of the tower would fall, powerful jets of the lake itself rising by way
of inserted power pumps to great height. All to be illuminated by modern
light-projecting apparatus, projecting toward the tower and projecting
from it. The lake thus at contingent points becoming a series of great
fountains irradiated by light.
The Lake Front Park itself would thus become merely landscape ad-
junct to the great modem structure which might easily, and modestly,
rise two hundred and forty-five stories. The total construction say two
thousand five hundred feet above the lake level—or about a half mile high*
The clouds might naturally or artificially drift across its summit. Or
effects be created by aeroplanes laying down coloured ribbons of smoke to
drift across it.
:Sttch construction—the fake architecture of the New York fundtioneer
obsolete—today would be no impossible feat, financially or structurally/
In fact, entirely within reach as safe and reasonable. Practical.
And it could stay thus, a feature of the Chicago Lake Front beautiful
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